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Abstract. Double JPEG detection is essential for detecting various image manipulations. This paper proposes a novel deep convolutional neural network for double JPEG detection using statistical histogram features from each block with a vectorized quantization table. In contrast to
previous methods, the proposed approach handles mixed JPEG quality
factors and is suitable for real-world situations. We collected real-world
JPEG images from the image forensic service and generated a new double
JPEG dataset with 1120 quantization tables to train the network. The
proposed approach was verified experimentally to produce a state-of-theart performance, successfully detecting various image manipulations.
Keywords: Image forensics, Image manipulation, Fake images, Double
JPEG, Convolutional Neural Networks
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Introduction

With the development of digital cameras and relevant technology, digital images
can be captured from anywhere, posted online, or sent directly to friends through
various social network services. People tend to think that all such immediately
posted digital images are real, but many images are fake, having been generated
by image-editing programs such as Photoshop.
Image manipulation is easy but can have significant impact. The left two
images of Fig. 1 show normal and spliced images implying an unrelated person may have been present somewhere. It is difficult to determine whether the
spliced image is real or not by the naked eye. Such artificially created images
spread distorted information and can cause various societal effects. Politicians
and entertainers, for example, are particularly vulnerable to image manipulation, where persons can use composite images to undermine their reputation.
The right two images of Fig. 1 show another manipulation example. The specific region of the image was replaced by different colors, which gives a different
impression to the original image.
Thus, image manipulations can be applied to any image, and it is not easy to
authenticate the image visually. Researchers have been developing image forensic
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(a) Normal

(b) Manipulated

(c) Normal

(d) Manipulated

Fig. 1. Two examples of image manipulations. The left two images show normal and
spliced images. A soldier was extracted from another image and pasted into the normal
image. The right two images show normal and color-modified images. The color of some
tulips has been changed.

techniques for many years to distinguish fake images to overcome these problems
and restore digital image credibility [1, 2].
Image forensic technology is categorized into two types. The first type target
a specific manipulation and detects it. Many studies have developed detection
methods for various manipulations, such as splicing [3–7], copy-move [8–11],
color modification [12, 13], and face morphing [14]. Detection techniques based
on these operation types are well suited to specific situations, where the target
manipulation(s) has been applied. However, they cannot be applied generally
because there are many image transformations aside from those considered, and
images are often subject to multiple manipulations, where the order of operation
is also significant.
The second approach detects remaining traces that occur when capturing
the image by digital camera. In the digital image process, light passes through
the camera lens and multiple filters and impacts on a capture array to produce
pixel values that are stored electronically. Thus, the images include traces with
common characteristics. Several image manipulation detection methods have
been proposed to detect such traces [15–17], including detecting the interpolation operation generated by the color filter array [18, 19] and resampling traces
generated during image manipulation [20–22].
Image forensic techniques using image acquisition traces have the advantage
that they can be commonly applied to various image manipulations. However, the
approach is almost impossible to use in a real image distribution environment.
Although various traces are evident in uncompressed images, they are all highfrequency signals. Most digital images are JPEG compressed immediately when
taken or compressed when they are uploaded online, which eliminates or modifies
high frequency signals within the image.
Although JPEG compression removes many subtle traces, quantization, an
essential part of the JPEG compression process, also leaves traces, and methods
have been proposed to use these traces to detect image manipulations. Since
JPEG is a lossy compression, image data differs between single and double image
compression because the quantization tables are not unique (e.g., they strongly
depend on the compression quality setting) [23].
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Lukas et al. showed that the first compression quantization table could be
estimated to some extent from a doubly compressed JPEG image and used to
detect image manipulation [24]. Various double JPEG detection methods have
been subsequently proposed. However, existing double JPEG detection methods
only consider specific situations rather than a general solution. Therefore, this
paper proposes detecting double JPEG compression for general cases with mixed
quality factors to detect image manipulations.
The contributions can be summarized as follows. 1) We created a new double JPEG dataset suitable for real situations based on JPEG images obtained
from two years of an image forensic service. 2) We propose a novel deep convolutional neural network (CNN, or ConvNet) structure that distinguishes between
single and double JPEG blocks with high accuracy under mixed quality factor conditions. 3) We show that the proposed system can detect various image
manipulations under a situation similar to one in the real-world.

2

Related Work

This section introduces current double JPEG methods and describes their limitations.
Early double JPEG detection: Early double JPEG detection methods extracted hand-crafted features from discrete cosine transformation (DCT) coefficients to distinguish between single and double JPEG images. Fu et al. found
that Benford’s rule occurs for JPEG coefficients and suggested it could be used
to verify image integrity [25]. Li et al. proposed a method to detect double JPEG
images by analyzing the first number of DCT coefficients [26].
In contrast to previous methods that assessed a double JPEG using the entire
image, Lin et al. proposed a method to detect image manipulations from the
DCT coefficients for each block [27], and Farid et al. proposed a method to detect
partial image manipulations through JPEG ghost extraction [28]. These methods
exploited the fact that manipulated JPEG images have different characteristics
for each block.
Fig. 2 shows how some blocks are single or double JPEG across a manipulated image. JPEG compression is quantized in 8 × 8 block units. If the first
and the second quantization tables are different, the distribution of the corresponding DCT coefficients differs from the distribution of the DCT coefficients
of the JPEG compressed once. When the image is saved to JPEG format after
changing the value of a specific region of a JPEG image, the distribution of the
DCT coefficients in the region becomes similar to the DCT coefficient of the
single JPEG. This is because when the pixels of the region are changed, the
quantization interval of the DCT coefficient that already exists disappears.
Bianchi et al. investigated various double JPEG block detection aspects, and
proposed an image manipulation detection method based on analyzing DCT
coefficients [29]. They also discovered that double JPEG effects could be classified
into two cases, aligned and non-aligned [30]. Chen et al. showed that periodic
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Fig. 2. The detection of image manipulations using double JPEG detection algorithm.
The normal image ordinarily has single JPEG characteristics of quantization table 1
(Q1). If the normal image is manipulated and re-compressed with quantization table 2
(Q2), the manipulated region has the single JPEG characteristics of Q2. In contrast,
the other part has double compression characteristics. We can find the suspicious area
by separating single JPEG blocks and double JPEG blocks.

patterns appear in double JPEG spatial and frequency domains and proposed
an image manipulation detection method based on this effect [31].
Double JPEG detection using ConvNets: Two neural network based methods have been recently proposed to improve current hand-crafted feature based
double JPEG detection performance.
Wang et al. showed double JPEG blocks can be detected using ConvNets.
They experimentally demonstrated that CNNs could distinguish single and double JPEG blocks with high accuracy when histogram features were inserted into
the network after extracting from the DCT coefficients [32]. Subsequently, Barni
et al. found that ConvNets could detect double JPEG block with high accuracy
when the CNNs took noise signal or histogram features as input [33].
Limitations of current double JPEG detecting methods: Although double JPEG detection performance has greatly improved, current detection methods have major drawbacks for application in real image manipulation environments. Current methods can only perform double JPEG detection for specific
JPEG quality factor states such as in the case where the first JPEG quality
(Q1) is 90 and the second JPEG quality (Q2) is 80. However, actual distributed
JPEG images can have very different characteristics with a very diverse mixture
of JPEG quality parameters. Images are JPEG compressed using not only the
standard quality factor (SQ) but also each individual program’s JPEG quality
factor.

3

Real-World Manipulated Images

We have operated a public forensic website for two years to provide a tool for
determining image authenticity. Thus, we could characterize real-world manipulated images. This section introduces the characteristics of requested images
and the method employed to generate the new dataset used to develop the generalized double JPEG detection algorithms.
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Table 1. Summarization of requested images through the forensic website over two
years. 77.95% images of JPEG format, and 41.77% images with the nonstandard quantization table. Q represents quality factor. Each Q corresponds to a different quantization
table.
The number of images
Manipulation type and region
File type
Percent (%)
JPEG quality type
Percent (%)
The number of Q types

3.1

127,874
Unknown
JPG(+JPEG) PNG BMP TIF(+TIFF)
77.95
20.67
1.21
0.18
Standard Q (0-100)
Nonstandard Q
58.22
41.77
1170

Requested images

Table 1 shows a total of 127,874 images were requested to inspect authenticity
over two years. As a result of analyzing the requested image data, the JPEG
format was found to be the most requested (77.95%), followed by PNG (20.67%).
JPEG images: As discussed above, JPEG compression quantizes DCT coefficients using a predefined 8 × 8 JPEG quantization table. Previous studies have
assumed that all JPEG images are compressed with standard quality factors,
but even Photoshop, the most popular image-editing program, does not use the
standard quality factor. Rather, Photoshop uses 12-step quantization tables that
do not include the standard quality factor. Among the 99,677 JPEG images from
the forensics website, only 58.22% had standard quality factors from 0 to 100,
with 41.78% using nonstandard quantization tables. In total, 1170 quantization
tables were identified, including 101 different standard quantization tables.
3.2

Generating new datasets

We generated single and double JPEG blocks of 256 × 256 in size using collected
quantization tables extracted from 99,677 collected JPEG images1 . Since images
with standard quality factors of less than 50 degraded severely, we only considered standard quality factors from 51 to 100; that is, we created a compressed
image using a total of 1120 quantization tables.
Since it was not known in what state the collected JPEG images were uploaded, they could not be directly used to generate datasets. For this reason,
we used 18,946 RAW images from 15 different camera models in the three raw
image datasets [34–36] and split the images into a total of 570,215 blocks. The
single JPEG blocks were produced by compressing each RAW block with a randomly chosen quantization table, and the double JPEG blocks were produced
by further compression with another random quantization table.
Comparison with existing double JPEG datasets: Current double JPEG
detection methods were developed from data generated from a very limited range
1

https://sites.google.com/view/jspark/home/djpeg
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Fig. 3. A network architecture to distinguish between single and double JPEG blocks.
The block is transformed in the DCT domain of the Y channel, and its histogram
feature is forwarded to the network. The quantization table from the JPEG header is
concatenated with the fully connected layer.

of JPEG quality factors, from 50 to 100, with predefined first quality factors,
rather than mixed quality factors. In contrast, the double JPEG dataset we
created differs from previous datasets as follows.
– We collected 1120 different quantization tables from actual requested images.
– The images were compressed using 1120 quantization tables.
– Data was generated by mixing all quality factors.

4

Double JPEG Block Detection

This section introduces the new double JPEG block detection method using a
CNN and describes the detection of manipulated regions within an image.
4.1

Architecture

The proposed CNN takes histogram features and quantization tables as inputs.
We first explain how to construct the input data and then provide the CNN
details.
Histogram features: Since JPEG compression changes the statistical properties of each block rather than the semantic information of the entire image, DCT
coefficient statistical characteristics were employed rather than the RGB image
as CNN input [33].
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Fig. 3 shows how the RGB blocks were converted into histogram features.
RGB blocks were converted into YCbCr color space and DCT coefficients of the
Y channel calculated for each 8 × 8 block. Thus, the DCT coefficients had the
same size as the RGB block and frequency information was saved for every position skipped by 8 in the horizontal and vertical directions. This is the same as
JPEG compression. We then collected data D with the same frequency component for each channel. The total number of channels was 64 (one DC and 63 AC
channels), where each channel is represented by Dc . The process to calculate D
from Y can be accomplished in a single convolutional (stride is 8) operation as
below:
D = conv8 (Y, B),

(1)

where B is a 8 × 8 × 64 matrix set of 8 × 8 DCT basis functions. D has a 1/8
width and height (NW and NH , respectively) compared to the input block and
64 channels. Thus, the size of D is 32 × 32 × 64.
After calculating D, we extracted histogram features from each channel. The
chosen histogram feature was the percentage of values in each channel relative
to the total amount of data, where we set the histogram range as b = [−60, 60],
which was determined experimentally to provide the best performance. To extract histogram features, we first subtracted b from Dc and applied the sigmoid
function after multiplying by γ, which provided a sufficiently large positive value
if each Dc − b was positive and a sufficiently large negative value if each Dc − b
was negative. Thus, we set γ = 106 . Therefore,
Sc,b = sigmoid(γ ∗ (Dc − b)),

(2)

where Sc,b has the same width and height as Dc , and each value of Sc,b is close
to zero or one.
We then calculated ac,b by averaging Sc,b and generated H features for all b
and c,
ac,b =

NW

NW
NH X
X
1
Sc,b (i, j),
∗ NH i=1 j=1

(3)

and
H = {h|hc,b = ac,b+1 − ac,b ,

∀c, b} ,

(4)

where H is a two-dimensional |c| × |b| matrix and each raw of H is a histogram
of channel c of the DCT coefficients. This operation was not part of learning,
because there were no weights, but was implemented as a network operation for
end-to-end learning.
Quantization table: The JPEG image file’s header contain the quantization
table in the form of an 8 × 8 matrix, which is used for the quantization and
dequantization of DCT coefficients. Quantization table information is not required for conventional double JPEG detection, since the JPEG quality factor is
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Fig. 4. The process of detecting the manipulated regions in a JPEG image. Through
the sliding window, the manipulated regions are identified by detecting single and
double JPEG blocks.

usually fixed. However, this paper considers mixed JPEG quality factors; thus,
the quantization table will facilitate single and double JPEG assessment. For a
double JPEG image, only the second quantization table is stored in the file.
To input the quantization table into the network, we reshaped it into a vector
and then merged the vector with the activations of the last max pooling layer
and two fully connected layers as shown in Fig. 3 (right block). The ability of the
network to distinguish between single and double JPEG blocks was dramatically
improved by including quantization table information.
Deep ConvNet: The deep ConvNet received the histogram features and quantization table inputs and assessed if the corresponding data was single or double
JPEG compressed. The network consisted of four convolutional layers, three
max pooling layers, and three fully connected layers, as shown in Fig. 3 (right
block). The quantization table vector was combined with the last max pooling
layer and two fully connected layer activations. The final network output was a
2 × 1 vector, y, where y = [1; 0] for a single block and y = [0; 1] for a double
block. The loss, L, was calculated from cross entropy,
e y1
e y0
)
−
p
∗
log(
),
(5)
e y0 + e y1
e y0 + e y1
where p = 0 if the input data is a single JPEG and p = 1 for a double JPEG.
L = −(1 − p) ∗ log(

4.2

Manipulated Region Detection

As mentioned in Fig. 2, when a specific part of a JPEG image was manipulated
and then stored as JPEG again, the specific region had a single JPEG block
property and the other region had a double JPEG block property.
Using this principle, to find the manipulated area, we extracted blocks from
the whole image using a sliding window and determined if the block was single
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or double compressed using the trained deep ConvNet, as shown in Fig. 4. The
sliding window’s stride size had to be a multiple of 8 because the compression
process was conducted in 8 × 8 block units. Thus, the compression traces aligned
with the 8 × 8 blocks, and if we extracted blocks randomly they would have
different properties.
Let y(i, j) be the network output of the input block of location (i, j), then


ey0 (i,j)
R = r|ri,j = y (i,j)
,
∀i,
j
,
(6)
e 0
+ ey1 (i,j)
where, r is the probability the block was compressed once. R could be visualized,
and where some regions appeared single compressed, and others appeared double
compressed, only the single-compressed portion had been manipulated.

5

Experiments

This section compares the classification accuracy to detect double JPEG blocks
using several state-of-the-art methods and compares the results of detecting
manipulated images.
5.1

Comparison with the state-of-the-art

We divided double JPEG block detection into three parts: first, double JPEG
detection using VGGNet [37], which has shown good performance in many computer vision applications; second, two networks specialized for double JPEG
detection by Wang [32], and Barni [33]; third, detection results for the proposed
network.
The experiments were performed using the dataset generated in Section 3,
comprising 1,026,387 blocks for training and 114,043 blocks for testing. All experiments were conducted using TensorFlow 1.5.0 and GeForce GTX 1080, with
an initial learning rate of 0.001 and an Adam optimizer.
VGG-16Net: Table 2, part 1 shows VGG-16Net detection performance directly
using RGB blocks to distinguish between single and double JPEG blocks. VGG16Net has previously shown good performance for object category classification,
but could not distinguish between single compressed and double compressed
JPEG blocks. This is because it is necessary to distinguish the statistical characteristics of DCT coefficients to detect double JPEG, but VGG-16Net uses the
semantic information rather than the statistical characteristics of DCT coefficients.
Networks using histogram features: Two methods have been proposed with
CNNs and histogram features to distinguish double JPEG. Wang et al. proposed
histogram features for DCT values [−5, 5] from nine DCT channels, comprising
two one-dimensional convolutional layers, two max pooling layers, and three fully
connected layers. Barni et al. also used histogram features but the network calculated histogram features within the ConvNets, collecting DCT values [−50, 50]
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Table 2. Performance comparison between double JPEG detection ConvNets. All
variants of proposed methods outperformed previous networks. ACC, TPR, and TNR
represent the accuracy, true positive rate, and true negative rate, respectively, and
positive means classifying a block as double JPEG. The network with the highest
accuracy for each part is highlighted in red.
Method
VGG-16 [37]
Wang [32]
Barni [33]

Proposed
(+ Q table)

Proposed
(# of conv layers)

Proposed*

Type
RGB pixels
Range - [−5, 5]
Range - [−50, 50]
Range - [−60, 60]
Range - [−70, 70]
Range - [−80, 80]
Range - [−90, 90]
Range - [−100, 100]
Last conv output
First FC ouput
Second FC output
All three outputs
4 conv layers
5 conv layers
6 conv layers
7 conv layers
Optimization

ACC(%)
50.00
73.05
83.47
84.46
82.87
83.90
83.44
82.30
89.89
89.95
86.79
90.37
91.83
91.33
91.72
91.02
92.76

TPR(%)
00.00
67.74
77.47
78.35
75.80
76.41
75.65
79.64
86.95
83.73
82.90
84.84
87.16
90.19
85.93
85.93
90.90

TNR(%)
100.00
78.37
89.43
90.53
89.90
91.39
91.19
84.92
92.81
96.15
90.67
95.88
96.50
92.43
96.10
96.10
94.59

from 64 DCT channels, and comprising three convolutional layers, three max
pooling layers, and three fully connected layers.
Table 2, parts 2 and 3 shows that the Wang and Barni network classified
single or double JPEG blocks with 73.05% and 83.47% accuracy, respectively.
The Barni method extracts histograms over a wider range; thus, it has over 10%
better performance due to the larger number of network layers. Compared with
the VGG-16Net results, it is critical to use histograms with statistical features
for double JPEG detection.
Additional experiments were conducted with the Barni network to investigate how accuracy varied with the histogram range. We tried to increase the
histogram range to [−100, 100], but we found that the accuracy was lower if the
range was over [−60, 60]. Based on this phenomenon, it was estimated that most
DCT coefficients were less than 60.
Proposed networks: The most important point of the proposed network is
to include quantization table information in the neural network. We constrained
the network structure to match the Barni network that has a [−60, 60] histogram
range and inserted quantization table information at three different locations to
determine the optimal insertion point: each output of the final convolutional
layer, of the first fully connected layer, and of second fully connected layer, as
shown in Table 2, part 4. Even though only the quantization table was inserted,
the accuracy was 5.43%, 5.52%, and 2.33% higher than the Barni network that
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had a [−60, 60] histogram range network according to the insertion points. We
also inserted the quantization table into all three locations, as shown in the final
row of Table 2, part 4, producing the best accuracy (90.37%).
Table 2, part 5 compares the proposed network performance according to
convolutional layer depth. Since the previous network used three convolutional
layers, we increased the depth from four to seven layers. Increasing the number
of convolutional layers to four provided a significant increase in accuracy (1.46%
improvement), but there was no subsequent significant improvement for five or
more layers because the histogram feature already compressed the statistical
data characteristics sufficiently.
The final optimal network had four 5 × 5 convolutional layers , three max
pooling layers and three fully connected layers as shown in Fig. 3. The quantization table information was combined with the output of the last max pooling
layer, the output of the first fully connected layer, and the output of the second
fully connected layer. All convolutional layers were used with batch normalization [38]. The optimization network reached 92.76% accuracy, as shown in Table
2, part 6.
5.2

Manipulated Region Detection

This section shows the results of image manipulation detection using the proposed network. The 14 images used in the experiments were manipulated in the
following order. First, we generated single JPEG images using 1120 different randomly selected quantization tables. Second, we manipulated images by splicing,
copy-move, color changing, brightness changing, interpolation, blurring, and resizing using Photoshop. Third, we saved the manipulated images using different
randomly selected quantization tables apart from the first one. All manipulated
region detection experiments were performed in 32 strides.
Results for copy-move and splicing manipulations: Fig. 5 shows the six
results for the copy-move and splicing manipulations. The top two lines show the
copy-move manipulations and detection results. Two manipulated images were
made by copying the windows and cherry blossoms in the image and then pasting
them to another location in the same image. Because copy-move operations
are performed within the same image, natural manipulation is possible. The
proposed network found single JPEG blocks near the ground truth; however, the
Barni network incorrectly detected many double JPEG blocks as single JPEG
blocks.
The bottom four lines show the splicing manipulations and detection results.
Splicing is one of the most important detection operations because it can completely change the meaning of an image. We pasted four people into four images
that were not related to them and applied the blur filter to object edges. The
proposed network properly detected four manipulated regions, but, the Barni
network detected only one region.
Results for local manipulations: Fig. 6 shows six results for local manipulations. The top three line of manipulated images were made by color trans-
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(a) Normal

(b) Manipulated

(c) GT

(d) Proposed

(e) Barni

Fig. 5. Examples of copy-move and image splicing detection. (a) and (b) are normal
and manipulated images, (c) is the ground truth, (d) is the results of the proposed
network, and (e) is the results of the Barni network. The top two rows of images show
the copy-move manipulation. The bottom fourth-row images show the image splicing
manipulation.

formation and changing the brightness. Each image became other images with
completely different information by changing the color of the tulips, houses, and
cars. In the case of the tulip image, the proposed network correctly found a
single JPEG area, whereas the Barni network determined that all areas were a
single JPEG. The proposed network showed better performance for the second
and third manipulated images.
We erased the banner photos in the building using a content-aware interpolation method, blurred a model’s face, and resized the boat. The Barni network
distinguished some of the manipulated regions, but there were many false negatives. On the other hand, the proposed network detected single JPEG regions
with much high accuracy.
F-measure: To numerically compare the manipulation region detection capabilities, we conducted quantitative experiments on two manipulations−copy-move
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(a) Normal

(b) Manipulated

(c) GT

(d) Proposed
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(e) Barni

Fig. 6. Examples of local manipulation detection. (a) and (b) are normal and manipulated images, (c) is the ground truth, (d) is the results of the proposed network, and
(e) is the results of the Barni network. The top third-row images underwent a change
in color, and the bottom third-row images were changed by other local manipulations.

and blurring. We generated 2100 images of 1024 × 1024 in size for each manipulation with raw image datasets [34–36]. In the case of the copy-move manipulation,
a patch of 544 × 544 in a random position was copied and pasted into a random
location in the same image. In the case of the blur manipulation, a blur filter
(σ = 2) was applied to a 544 × 544 area of a random position in the image. JPEG
compression was performed using 1120 quantization tables in the same manner
as 14 representative manipulation images. Table 3 shows the detection results
(F-measure) for the copy-move and blur manipulations. That of the proposed
network was approximately 0.12 higher than that of the Barni network.
Failure results and analysis: In some cases, manipulation regions were not
properly detected. The second line of Fig. 5 shows that both the proposed and
the Barni networks had false negatives because the pixel values in the sky were
saturated and only low frequencies were present. In addition, if single JPEG
quality and double JPEG quality were the same or there was little difference,
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Table 3. F-measures for two manipulations using the proposed network and the Barni
network, respectively.

Copy-move (F-measure)
Blurring (F-measure)

(a) Manipulated

(b) GT

Proposed
0.7595
0.7783

(c) SQ-90/90

Barni [33]
0.6323
0.6450

(d) SQ-90/91

(e) SQ-90/95

Fig. 7. Detecting results according to changing the second quality factor. (a) is a
manipulated image by changing the color of a bird, (b) is the ground truth and, (c) (e) are the detection results for images generated according to each quality factor.

it was impossible to detect the operation area. Because the DCT coefficients
of a single JPEG block and a double JPEG block were almost identical, the
network could not distinguish between the two classes. Fig. 7 shows the detection
results according to changing the second quality factor (standard quality factor).
Although it was impossible to detect image manipulation with the same quality
factor, as the quality factor difference increased, the proposed network could
detect the manipulation region.

6

Conclusion

Current double JPEG detection methods only work in very limited situations
and cannot be applied to real situations. To overcome this limits, we have created a new dataset using JPEG quantization tables from actual forensic images
and designed a novel deep CNN for double JPEG detection using statistical histogram features from each block with a vectorized quantization table. We have
also proven that the proposed network can detect various manipulations with
mixed JPEG quality factors.
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